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Lectura graduada para jÃƒÂ³venes y adultos. Nivel A1. Lola Lago va a pasar unos dÃƒÂas en

Tossa de Mar, en la Costa Brava. Durante el viaje conoce a Magnus Nilsson, un sueco que ha sido

vÃƒÂctima de una estafa immobiliaria internacional.Lola le ofrece su ayuda para encontrar a los

estafadores.La responsable de una agencia de detectives privados tendrÃƒÂ¡ que hacer frente no

solo a los casos que se le presentan, sino tambiÃƒÂ©n a las dificultades de ser mujer en un mundo

reservado tradicionalmente a los hombres.Todas las lecturas estÃƒÂ¡n disponibles en ediciÃƒÂ³n

con y sin audio e incluyen notas sobre aspectos socioculturales, asÃƒÂ como ejercicios de

comprensiÃƒÂ³n escrita.Please note: This audiobook is in Spanish.
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I downloaded the audio book. There is an introduction where each character says a little about

themselves. The chapters are short, about 1-3 minutes long and there are about 24 chapters. The

characters use the Spanish accent (th sound for the letters c and z) and don't slow down. While the

vocabulary isn't very hard if students aren't used to speakers from Spain, they will find it difficult.

There's the same musical interlude between chapters with some cool piano music. On my player

there were only 6 tracks, with multiple chapters. It was annoying that the breaks weren't at chapter

endings for the tracks.If a teacher is thinking about using the audio book here are my

warnings/cautions. The characters drink beer. There are a few, very brief, references to "adult"

things that detectives investigate, such as someone's wife in a bikini with someone else at Mallorca

but nothing in depth. There is also a reference to the bad guys having cocaine. The bad guy does



try to drown Lola Lago. Some things common to Spain are refered to but not explained, such as

newspaper names and places. You will probably have to pause and explain or preview and tell them

the cultural info before the next chapter.The mystery itself is engaging for adults and probably

middle school and up.

Lola Lago is the most thrilling character in our latest century of literature. You never know what kind

of mischief she is going to get into!! My only critique of this novel is that Lola and Nilson don't end

up together! Is it just me, or did they have that special chemistry that you rarely see in literature

these days. Lola and Nilson could have been Romeo and Juliet for the new age... with a detective

twist!This novel is definitely not for the kids! There are some pretty dramatic scenes with Lola

(SPOILER ALERT: She almost drowns!!!) If that's deemed appropriate for children these days I

don't want to live in this world!I read Lola Lago con mis estudiantes! Some of them, especially the

guapo man who sat to my left in class, grasped the book immediately and became very involved.

Other students (Nati) just chose not to talk about it. She was so smart, but she wouldn't talk!!

LOCAAAAAGO LOLA

I only got this because I need it for class. If you are looking to learn more about Spanish this is not

the way to go. The book is dated and puts little effort into the teaching process.

The version of Lola Lago that was shipped to me was a condensed version of the story, and it was

not even usable for my class. The exercises were also different than in the normal book. It was a

complete waste of money.
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